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Top Tips to Minimise Fire Risk 

Every year fires break out in 
production facilities, 
resulting in serious damage 
to property and prolonged 
downtime. 
  
To minimise the risk of fire 
starting in your facility, Meller 
have compiled our top tips of 
where fire risk can be reduced or 
eliminated, preventing a difficult 
situation in the future. 



Insurance Recommendations 

Do you have annual inspections from your insurers? 
Insurance recommendations are an important guide to 
the risks within your factory. Too often improvements 
are scheduled but budgetary control pushes them to 
the bottom of the scale of importance. Review these 
recommendations and put a priority on those which 
you consider the most important improvements. 

 
Risk Register 

Do you run risk registers within your business and if so 
do you have one for fire or disaster risk? We find the 
answer to this is NO as time does not allow for such 
work to be undertaken.  Without risk analysis how do 
you know what you should prioritise when budgets are 
being allocated and what risks there are to your 
business? Registers can be as simple or as complicated 
as you choose, but effective risk analysis bring clear 
rewards.  
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Insulated Panels 
If you have insulated panels in your factory do you 
know their composition? Are they marked or 
recorded somewhere suitable? Do you take special 
precautions where old panels are present, 
particularly if you still have polystyrene panels? Have 
you got a programme of inspection and replacement 
in your maintenance budget? Most people know 
that historically insulated panels have been a major 
source of fire spread resulting in total losses in many 
cases. A large amount of replacement with fire 
resistant panels has been undertaken but there is 
still a lot to do in this area. 
 

Heat Sources 
If you have obvious heat sources such as ovens most 
factories will have been designed to accommodate 
them safely. But have you checked the flues and 
their connections and insulation from the roof 
lately? Often the source of the fire will not be the 
main heat source but will be a secondary source 
such as the flue or a fuel line, fuel storage area, 
boiler room, etc. Checking the details is the priority 
here.  
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Cleaning 
Cleaning is a high priority in food factories, it’s a 
fact. However, are you cleaning in those difficult 
areas where grease and debris can build up? Many 
fires are caused or accelerated by debris in or 
behind machinery, enclosed spaces and the like. 
Cleaning chemicals are also a high risk and 
procedures for storage and use need to be followed 
even for small quantities. Cleaning procedures need 
to be reviewed regularly. Remember this is not just 
a hygiene issue for the production areas. 
 

Maintenance 
Engineering departments usually have maintenance 
budgets which they would like to increase. Priority 
for maintenance will always focus on maintaining 
production but long term and often expensive 
maintenance or replacement needs a constant 
focus to prevent major problems. Maintenance 
items should be included on their own risk register 
to keep the focus on the critical items. 
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Roof Spaces and Voids 
Out of sight areas such as roof voids are often not 
visited by anyone other than the engineering team. 
Cleanliness and tidiness of these areas is quite often 
overlooked and can be a real danger both in terms of 
fire risk and escape. Regular inspection of voids and 
the allocation of cleaning time is recommended. 
 

External Storage 
External areas around factories are mostly limited. 
The storage of pallets is often a major hazard 
adjacent to the building, together with positions of 
inflammable gases, chemicals, fuels, etc. The risk of 
arson is high on sites without 24 hour security and 
the addition of sources of attack such as pallets 
increase the risk. Take a walk around your factory 
and see if you fall into this trap. 
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Electrical Faults 
Most fires start with an electrical fault. Age of wiring, 
switching and distribution boxes together with an 
accumulation of dirt and grease over the years allows 
a simple fault to turn into a major issue. This is always 
a difficult issue to manage properly, especially with 
aging building stock but with a keen eye for detail it 
can be managed effectively. 
 

Vehicle Fires 
It is surprising how often delivery vehicles have issues 
which they may bring onto your site. Fuel leaks, over 
heating brakes, damaged bodywork causing sparks, 
etc. can all easily be a source of a fire. It surprises 
many people how quickly and completely a large 
metal vehicle burns. If it parked on one of your docks 
the results can be disastrous. Ensure the gatehouse 
look for issues when vehicles enter the site. What 
insurances do the delivery companies carry? 
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Emergency Procedures 
Are your emergency procedures complete and well-
rehearsed? In the event of a fire you really need to 
remove people from danger and then minimise the 
danger to stock, the buildings, machinery and 
ultimately the longer term production.  
 

Clear Escape Routes 
Escape routes should be well marked, free from any 
obstruction and checked on a regular basis. When 
you have a fire drill do you use all the escape routes 
to check they function as planned? What about 
those escape routes that are least likely to be 
needed such as from roof voids, are they checked 
and can people escape in the planned time? 

 
Detection 
Fire detection comes in many forms and standards. 
The systems are constantly being improved and 
developed so they are effective and have minimum 
false alarms, which often impacts on productivity. 
Would you benefit from upgrading the systems?  
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Protection of Building and Production 
It is often stated that the fire fighting service are 
mainly interested in the protection of life sometimes 
at the expense of the equipment and building stock. 
Building control will take this approach when 
considering the design of buildings, people being the 
priority. This is of course quite correct as a priority, 
but the ability to protect the equipment and building 
is a business priority as well. How is your asset 
protected? 
 

Disaster Recovery Plan 
So if the unthinkable happens what is the plan? 
Where would you turn for help? How would you 
protect your business during the downtime? How 
would you reinstate production as quickly as 
possible? How would you ensure the benefits 
promised by your insurers are available to you? You 
need a clear well developed plan. 
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Meller have a wealth of experience in fire 
prevention and damage recovery. 
 
Call us to see how our fresh thinking can help you. 
 
Call:  01509 670036 
 
Mail: theteam@mellerltd.co.uk 
 
Website:  www.mellerltd.co.uk 
 
Visit:  Lockington Hall, Lockington, 
 Derby.  DE74  2RH 

The Complete Solution 

 

 


